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Introduction 
Let M be a (pseudo-Riemannian) surface of index r which lies in an m-dimensional 
pseudo-Euclidean space E m of index s. We define a normal section of M at a point 
p E M in a direction t (~ 0) E TBM, the tangent space of M at p, in the same way as 
in the Riemannian case: Let E(p; t) be the affine space generated by t and the normal 
space T~M of M at p. Then the intersection of M and E(p;t) gives rise to a curve in 
a neighbourhood of p which is called the normM section of M at p in the direction t. 
An isometric immersion i : M ~ E TM is said to be planar geodesic if the image of each 
geodesic of M lies in a 2-plane of E m. 
We also define a pseudo-isotropy which is similar to the notion of isotropy in a 
Riemannian manifold: Let h be the second fundamental form of M and let (., .) be the 
scalar product in E~. Then M is said to be pseudo-isotropic at p if (h(X, X), h(X, X)) 
is independent of the choice of unit vector X tangent o M at p. And M is said to be 
pseud,~-isotropic if M is pseudo-isotropic at every point of M. 
1. Some fundamenta l  concepts and definitions 
Let M be a surface in Ey  and let V and V be the covariant derivatives of M and E~ ~ 
respectively. For any two vector fields X and Y tangent o M, the second fundamental 
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form h is given by h(X,  Y)  = ~TxY - ~TxY. For any vector field ~ normal to M, we 
have ~Tx~ = -A¢X + Dx~, where A~ is the Weingarten map associated with ~ and D 
the normal connection of the normal bundle T±M.  
For the second fundamental form h, the covariant derivative of h, denoted by ~h,  is 
defined by (~Txh)(Y, Z) = Dx(h(Y ,  Z)) - h (VxY ,  Z) - h(Y, ~TxZ) for any vector fields 
X ,Y  and Z tangent o M. 
Let R be the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor field of M in E m. The Gauss 
equation is then given by 
(R(X,  Y )Z ,  W) = (h(X, W),  h(Y, Z)) - (h(X, Z), h(Y, W)) (1.1) 
for vector fields X, Y, Z and W defined on M. We also get the Ricci-Mainardi equation: 
(a±(x ,  Y)~, q) = ([A~, Av]X, Y), (1.2) 
where Rz(x ,Y )  is defined by DxDy - DyDx - D[x,y ] and ~, q are normal vector 
fields to M. 
We also define the first normal space at p E M by (Imh)p = {h(X,  Y)  iX ,  Y E TpM}. 
If I,~ denotes the unit matrix of degree n, we put 
0 
Let sl(n, ~) = {all n × n real matrices of trace 0}. 
Def in i t ion  ([1]). Veronese immersions of signature (r, n -  r) are defined by 
xeS~ 2( 1) CErn+l ~2 x 'x -  n + l ]eso( r ,  nT l - r ) ,  
where *x = tXIr,nq-l_r, and 
x E H~ C ~r+l -~ ~ $*X  - -  n +1) E so(r + 1, n-- r), 
where *x = txlr+l,~_r, and so(p,q) = {A E sl(p + q,l~)]Ip,qtAIp,q = A}. In the first 
case, we take (A, B) = tr(AB) for the metric, so that so (r, n + 1 - r) ~_ E~n+l_r ) with 
1 n N 1 N = ~n(n + 3). The image of S~ is contained in Stir+ 1 r)(1) with zero mean curvature. 
In the second case we case (A, B) = - t r (AB)  as the metric, so that so (r + 1, n - r) ~_ 
N n N 1 EN (r+l)(n r)' and the image of H~' has zero mean curvature in H~-. r+l . .  n r" 1 (1) 
- _ - -( )( - )- • 
Both immersions are isometric and they are planar geodesic immersions. 
Notat ion .  E m denotes E m with symmetric bilinear form (., .) whose signature has s 8,t 
negative, m - s - t positive and t zero signs, that is, t independent directions which are 
orthogonal to everything. When t = 0, we have the pseudo-Euclidean space Es m. 
Def in i t ion.  An isometric immersion i : M~ , E m of a pseudo-Riemannian mani- s,t  
fold M~ into E m is parallel if its second fundamental form h is covarintly constant, s, t  
that is, ~h = 0 and the immersion is said to be full if its image is contained in no 
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affine hyperplane of E m For any function g : E~ ---, ll~, the mapping x E E2 i 
~n+2 is a planar geodesic immersion with (h (X ,X) ,h (X ,X) )  = 0 for (g(x), x,g(x))  E r+ l  
all unit vectors X E TErn, which is full ;n E n+l (if g is not linear). This immersion is r,1 
called an expansion of E2 into E =+1 r,1 " 
If the immersion i is parallel, then the geodesics are mapped to parabolas of line 
segments, so the function g associated with expansion must be a quadratic polynomial. 
Up to isometry of E n+l n ~,l , g = ~i=1 aix~, so that i (E~) is an elliptic or hyperbolic 
paraboloid an orthogonal cylinder over one of these. 
Let g l , . . .  ,gk be independent quadratic polynomials from E~ to !~, k <<. ½n(n + l )  
Then we can define an expansion of Er n into E n+k by TJq 
, . , • E n+k x E E n i (g l (x) ,g2(x), .  . ,gk (x ) ,x  gl(x) ,g2(x), .  . ,gk (X) )•  r,k " 
2. Submanifolds of pseudo-Euclidean spaces with geodesic normal sections 
Let M be an n-dimensional (pseudo-Riemannian) connected submanifold of index 7' 
in a pseudo-Euclidean space E2  of index s. Let: p C M and let 7 be a non-null geodesic 
through p. We put 
7(0) = p, "/(s) -- T, (2.1) 
7"(s) = h(T ,T ) ,  (2.2) 
7"(s )  = --Ah(T,T)T + DTh(T ,T ) ,  (2.3) 
7(4)(s) = --VT( Ah(T,T)T) -- h( Aa(T,T)T , T)  (2.4) 
- ADTh(T,T)T + DTDTh(T ,  T), 
where 7 is assumed to be parametrized by arc-length, that is, (7'(s),Tt(s)) = ~ = +l .  
Similarly I;o [2, Lemma 1], the uniqueness theorem for geodesics implies 
Proposition 2.1. Let M be a submanifold of index r with geodesic normal sections in 
eL pseudo-Euclidean space E m of index s. Then any curve 7 in M, which is a normal 
section of M at 7(0) in the direction 7'(0), remains for all s in the domain of 7 a 
normal section of i at 7(s) in the direction 7'(s). 
Theorem 2.2. Submanifolds of a pseudo-Euclidean space E TM with geodesic normal 
.~ections are constant pseudo-isotropic. 
Proof. Let M be a submanifold of index r in a pseudo-Euclidean space E m of index s. 
Let p be a point of M and 7 a non-null geodesic passing through p, which is a normal 
section at p in the direction 7'(0). We assume that 7 is parametrized by arc length s 
and thus (2.1)-(2.4) are valid. Using Proposition 2.1 and (2.3), 
Ah(T,T)T A T = 0, (2.5) 
(VT(Ah(T,T)T) 4- ADTh(T,T)T) A T = 0 (2.6) 
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along 7. Let t= T(0). Then (2.5) yields 
(h(t, t), h(t, = 0 (2.7)  
for u E TpM with (t, u) = 0. Since p is arbitrary and t is arbitrary non-null tan- 
gent vector at p, (2.7) implies that M is pseudo-isotropic (also, see [5]). Let ~(p) = 
(h(t,t),h(t,t)), where t is a unit vector at p. Let z be a unit tangent vector of M at p 
such that (t, z) = 0. We extend z to a vector field Z on a neighbourhood Op of p such 
that Z is a unit vector field, parallel along 7, with (T, Z) = 0 along 7. Then, we have 
½Z(p)A = ½Z(P)(h(T,T), h(T,T)) 
= (Dzh(T, T), h(T, T)l(p ) 
= ((Vzh)(T, T) + 2h(~TzT, T), h(T, T))(p) 
= ((£TTh)(Z,T),h(T,T))(p) ('." Codazzi equation) 
= (DTh(Z,T), h(T,T))(p) 
= T(h(Z, T), h(T, T))(p) - (h(Z, T), DTh(T, T))(p) 
= - - (ADTh(T ,T )T  , Z)(p) 
= (VT(Ah(T,T)T),Z)(p) ('." (2.6)) 
= T(Ah(T,T)T , Z)(p) 
- :0 .  
Therefore, we see that ,~ is globally constant. We put 
(h(t, t), h(t, t)) = C (= const.), (2.8) 
where t is a unit tangent vector of M. From (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8) we obtain 
ADTh(T,T)T = 0 (2.9) 
along 7 since 7 is a geodesic. Since 7 is an arbitrary geodesic, we have 
((~7h)(z, z, z), h(z, z)) = 0 (2.10) 
for any unit tangent vector z. We may regard (2.10) as a function on a unit tangent 
space [.JpM = {z • TpM ] ](z,z)l = 1} at a point p of M. Let u be a unit vector 
tangent to M at p such that (u,t) = 0 for some fixed vector t • [.JpM. Using the 
Codazzi equation and (2.10), we obtain 
((~Th)(t, t, u), h(t, t)) = 0 (2.11) 
because of (2.9). 
On the other hand, (2.4) together with (2.9) can be reduced to 
7(4)(s) = -ECh(T, T) + (~'2h)(T4) (2.12) 
from which, 
7(~)(s) = C2T - eC(£Th)(T 3) - A(V72h)(T,)T + DT(V2h)(T4), (2.13) 
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where (T,T)  = e = +1, (~'h)(T 3) = (~7h)(T,T,T)  and (V2h)(T4) = (V2h) (T ,T ,T ,T ) .  
Since 7 is a normal section of M at 7(~), we have 
A(#2h)(T4)T A T = O, 
or, equivalently 
(2.14) 
((~'2h)(T4), h(T, Z)) = 0 (2.15) 
fl:)r a vector field Z on M such that (T,Z) = 0 along ~. We choose a vector field Z 
satisfying VtZ = 0 at p. Then, (2.9) together with (2.15) gives 
0 = T((~Yh)(T3), h(T, Z))[s=O 
= ((V2h)(t4), h(t, z)) + ((Vh)(t3), (Vh)(t, t, z)) (2.16) 
= ((~'h)(t3), (Vh)(t, t, z)) 
where z = Z(p). This means that ((~7h)(t3),(~Yh)(t3))is ndependent of the choice of 
unit vector t and thus ((Vh)(t3), (Vh)(t3)) depends on points of M. We now prove that 
it is constant on UM,  the unit tangent bundle. Let p be a point of M and let 7 be the 
non-null geodesic through p, as usual. We also consider a unit vector field Z along 7 
with (T, Z) = 0 and VtZ  = 0 as described above. Then, we have 
E qu at ion 
½~<(Vh)(T, T, T), (~h)(T, T, T)> 
= (Dz(Vh) (T ,T ,T ) ,  (~Th)(T,T,T))(p) 
= ((V~h)(z, t, t, t) + 3(Vh)(V~T, t, t), (Vh)(t, t, t)). 
(2.16) gives 
½ zi(Vh)(T, T, r), (%)(T, T, T)) = ((V2h)(z, t, t, t), (Vh)(t, t, t)). 
On the other hand, it is clear by Ricci identity that 
(2.17) 
(~7"2h)(z,t,t,t) - (~72h)(t,z,t,t) = RJ-(z,t)h(t ,t)  - 2h( R(z , t ) t , t ) .  
With this equation, the right hand side of (2.17) can be written as 
((V2h)(z, t, t, t), (~h)(t ,  t, t)) 
= ((~:2h)(t, z, t, t), (~h)(t ,  t, t)) ('2. IS) 
+ (R-k(z, t)h(t, t), (~7h)(t, t, t)} 
- 2(h(R(z,  t)t, t), (~7h)(t, t, t)). 
By using (1.2), (2.8) and (2.9), we see that the second term of (2.18) vanishes. Since 
the Gauss equation is given by R(z , t ) t  = Ah(t,t)z - Ah(z,t)t, the third term of (2.18) 
also vanishes with the help of (2.9). Therefore, we obtain 
((V2h)(z, t, t, t), (~7h)(t, t, t)) = {(V2h)(t, z, t, t), (Vh)(t ,  t, t)). 
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Equation (2.17) together with the equation above yields 
½z((fTh)(T, T, T), (fYh)(T, T, T)) = ((V2h)(t, z, t, t), (fTh)(t, t, t)) 
= t((fYh)(Z, T, T), (fYh)(T, T, T)) - ((~Th)(z, t, t), (~2h)(t4)) 
= -((Vh)(z ,  t, t), (V2h)(t4)). 
We now differentiate (2.13): 
7(6)(s) = -eC(~y2h)(T 4) - VT(A(fT~h)(T4)T  
- -  h( A(v2h)(T4)T, T) - A(V3h)(T~)T + (v4h)(T6). 
Since 7 is a normal section of M at 7(s) for each s, 
{VT( A(~72h)(T4)T  + ( A(f73h)(Th)T } A T = 0 
Mong 7. Consequently 
(Vt(A(f72h)(T4)T) + (A(fT3h)(Ts)T), z) : 0. (2.19) 
Since (Vt(A(v2h)(T4)T), z) = t(A(f72h)(T4)T , Z) = 0 because of (2.14), (2.19) gives 
((V3h)(th),h(t,z)) = 0 at p. (2.20) 
Differentiating (2.15) covariantly along 7 and evaluating at p, we obtain 
0 = t((~72h)(T4), h(T, Z)) 
= ((V3h)(th), h(t, z)) + ((V2h)(t4), (fTh)(t, t, z)), 
from where, together with (2.20), 
((V2h)(t4), (Vh)(t, t, z)) = 0. (2.21) 
Thus, (2.18) reduces to 
z((Vh)(T3),  (Vh)(T3)> = 0. 
Since dim M ~> 2 and this holds for every point of M, ((Vh)(t3), (Vh)(t3)> is constant 
on the unit tangent bundle UM. 
Theorem 2.3. Let M be a (pseudo-Riemannian) submanifold of index r of a pseudo- 
Euclidean space E m of index s with geodesic normal sections. Then ((Vh)(t3), (Vh)(t 3)) 
is constant on the unit tangent bundle U M of M. 
3. M in ima l  surfaces o f  E 5 with geodesic  normal sections 
Let M be a connected surface of index r of E~ with geodesic normal sections. Then, 
M is pseudo-isotropic by Theorem 2.2. We now assume that L = (h(t, t), h(t, t)) ¢ 0 
where t is a unit vector tangent to M. We also know that ((Vh)(t3),(Vh)(t3)) is 
constant on UM. Suppose that ((~'h)(t3), (Vh)(t3)) ~: 0 for a unit vector t. The mean 
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curvature vector H of M is defined by H = ½{elh(el, e,)+ e2h(e2, e2)}, where {e,, e2} 
is an orthonormal frame of M and (e~,ei) = ei, i = 1,2. Since M is pseudo-isotropic, 
we have ([5]) 
(- 1) r (h(t, t), h(t, t)) = (h(t, t), h(z, z)) + 2(h(t, z), h(t, z)) (3.1) 
for any orthonormM vectors t and z. 
We now assume that M is minimal in E~. Then we have 
h(t,t) = - ( -1)rh(z ,z)  
for any orthonormal vectors t and z. Equation (3.1) and constant pseudo-isotropy 
implies 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a minimal surface of Es~ with geodesic normal sections. 
Then (h(t, z), h(t, z)} is constant for any orthonormal vectors tangent o M. In fact, 
(h(t, z), h(t, z)) = - ( -1 ) t (h ( t ,  t), h(t, t)). 
Let M0 = {p E M[(h(el ,e, )  A h(o,e2) A (£7h)(e3))(p) # 0}, where {el,e2} is an 
orthonormal frame. Suppose Mo # ¢. Then, M0 is an open subset of M. Choose a 
point p E M0. Let 3' be the non-null geodesic of M through p which is parametrized by 
the arc length s such that 7(0) = p, 7'(s) = el. We may assume that ~7~ 1 e2 = ~Te 2el = 0 
at p. 
Thus, we have 
0 -~ ½e 1 (h (e l ,  e2) , h(el, e2)) (3.2) 
= ((~h)(el ,  el, e2), h(e,, e2)). 
Since h(el, el)Ah(el,  e2)A (~Th)(e 3) # 0 at p, (2.10), (2.11), (2.16) and (3.2)imply that 
(Vh)(el,el,e2) = 0 at p. (3.3) 
Similarly, we have 
(fTh)(e2,e2,el) = 0 at p. (3.4) 
Let ~ be a non-null geodesic through p which is sufficiently close to 7 around p such 
that 7'(s) = el, (h(~l, ~l)Ah(~l, ~2)A(Vh)(~3))(p) ~: 0, where {el, ~2} is an orthonormal 
frame. We put 
el =cost?el  +sinSe2, "( 
i f r=0or2 ,  
J ~2 = - sin t~el + cos 8e2 
~1 = cosh Oel + sinh t~e2, ~. 
if r 1. 
J ~2 = - sinh t~el + cosh t~e2 
Substituting these into (gh)(~l ,~l ,e2) = 0, we may have (~Yh)(el,el,0) = 0 and 
(~h)(e2,e2,e2) = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, the subset M0 is empty. Con- 
sequently, there exist orthonormal vectors e~ and e2 such that h(e~,e~)t, h(e~,e2)A 
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(Vh)(e 3) = 0 at some point p. Since ((~Th)(e3),h(el,el)) = (h(el,el),h(el,e2)) = 
((~7h)(e3),h(el,e~)) = O, (-1)r(h(el ,el) ,h(el ,el))  = (h(el,e2),h(el,e2)) ~: 0 and 
(((Th)(e3),(~Th)(e3)) ~:O, we must have (h(el,e,), h(el,el)) = 0. It contradicts our 
assumption. Thus, we have 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a minimal surface of E~ with geodesic normal sections. If  
L ~= 0 then 
((Vh)(t3), (Vh)(t3)) = 0 (3.5) 
for every unit vector t tangent o M. 
Let 
M1 = {p E M l(fYh)(t 3) ~= 0 for some unit vector t E TpM}. 
Suppose that M1 is not empty, that is, (Vh)(t 3) is a null vector normal to M at p. 
Then (Vh)(t 3) ~ 0 on an open neighbourhood Up of unit tangent space UpM. For 
t E Up, we choose a unit vector z tangent to M at p such that (t,z) = O. Then 
h(t,t) A h(t,z) A (~h)(t  3) ~: 0 at p since (-1)r(h(t,t),h(t,t)) = (h(t,z),h(t,z)) ~: 0 
by assumption. However, we have Span {h(t, t), h(t, z), (~h)(t3)} ~_ E3,1, E3,1 or E3,1 
which is a contradiction. Hence, the subset M1 is empty, that is, (~h)(t  3) -- 0 for every 
unit tangent vector t of M. For r = 0 or 2, the linearization implies that h is parallel 
in the normal bundle. Consider r = 1, that is, M is a Lorentz surface of E 5. Choose 
an orthonormal basis el and e2 of TpM such that (el,el) = -1 and (e2,e2) = 1. Let 
t = cosh ~el + sinh ~e2. Then t is a unit tangent vector. Therefore, 0 = (~h)(t, t, t) = 
3 cosh e sinh 3 sinh e cosh which gives 
(~h)(e,,  e,, e2) = (Vh)(e2, e2, el) = 0. (3.6) 
Since any null tangent vector u of M has the form he1 4- he2 for some a ~ 0, we obtain 
that h is parallel in the normal bundle by using (3.6). Therefore, every geodesic of M 
is a plane curve. According to Blomstrom [1], the function L must be zero, that is, 
M is 0-pseudo-isotropic. 
The Gauss equation (1.1) with 0-pseudo-isotropy implies that M is flat. Thus, we 
have 
Propos i t ion  3.3. Let M be a minimal surface of E~ with geodesic normal sections. 
Then we have 
(1) M is parallel O-pseudo-isotropic, 
(2) M has planar geodesics, 
(3) M is flat. 
Propos i t ion  3.4. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 3.3, the first normal 
space Im h is entirely composed of null vectors and dim(Im h) = 1. 
Proof .  The proof of the first part is straightforward. Since (h(t,t),h(t,t)) = 
(h(t, z), h(t, z)) = 0 for any orthonormM vectors t and z, h(t, t) A h(t, z) = 0 otherwise 
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tile normal  space T~M of M at p contains a degenerate plane. Thus, d im( Im h) = 1 
at every point p. [] 
Since M is parallel, the first normal space Im h is parallel in the normal bundle. 
According to Erbacher [3] (also, Blomstrom [1]), we have 
Theorem 3.5.  Let M be a complete connected minimal surface of 5-dimensional 
pseudo-Euclidean space ESs with geodesic normal sections. Then, M is either a to- 
tally geodesic surface or a fiat quadric surface in Er31. 
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